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The number of two4 c and three-line Latin rectangles is obtained by recursive methods in a 
setting slightly more general than usually considered. We show how this leads to a generalisa- 
tion which is proved elsewhere. 
If X is an n-set, then an r by k Latin rectangle based on X is an r by k matrix 
(r, k s n) with its entries from X such that each row as well as e;tCh column has 
distinct members. The number of such Latin rectangles is denoted by L(r, k, n). 
Clearly I&, I:, n) = L(k, r, n). At present, there is fairly a large literature on the 
theory of em meration as well as existence of Latin rectangles. (See [1] for slome 
references.) Some of the well-known numbers are L(2, k, n!) (and hence 
L(3, n, n), i.e., the number of Latin rectangles with at most three 
rows. In what follows, we give a new approach to the enumeration of the same in 
a slightly more general setting. 
If A, B and C at-0 three finite sets not necessarily disjoint nor distinct, then we 
denote by 
and 
the number 06 two~li~~e Latin rectangles respectively, w 
row from the se 
e set C. As usual., row el 
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case, we will be restricting ourselves to sets A, 3 and C which sa 
condition A. U 13 U C = A A R A C, (A denotes qmmetric difference), or 
ently, A 1’1 t? = 2E’ n C = C n A = A n B n C. 
Our object is ‘o determine L([A, Blk) for arbitrary A and B, and L([A, B’, Cjk) 
for A, B and C Tatisfying A U B \ J C = A A B A C. ‘The methods 4l be sim Jar in 
both the cases. 
Hereafter WC: shall denote the intersection of sets t\; juxtaposition. US AB 
stands for A n R. Also IA\ denotes the cardinality of ; ny set A. 
A ra’wo-be atin ret 6?S 
Let A and B be two finite .,ets such that IAl I= 122, II31 = 22, lABI= p. vde wish to 
find L([A, s]“)_ Denote this number by f&n. n, p) as it naturrtlly 
rn, n, p and k. Note that the suffix k denotes the number of columns, 
up a recurrence relation for fk in terms of fk+. First we note that 
depends on 
We shall set 
fl(m, Q, p)=IA\ = \B(-lABI= vlzrz-p. 
Suppose that the first k - 1 columns have been fillt rt such that the row elements 
and column elen;ents are distinct. This can be done in fk._t( 222, r2, p) ways. Then 
the number of ways in which we can adjoin the ktl-. column to every such array so 
that the row elements are distinct but not necessarily the elements of the kth 
column is (m -- k -t l)( n - k + 1). Hence the tota. number of 2 by k arrays we can 
construct with last column possibly having identical clemenr~ is 
(f?l .- k + I)([2 - k + f)f,_,(i;, r2, p). 
From this we have to subtract the number of those rectangles in which the 
elements of the lz!st cohunn are identical. This is precisely 
Hence 
fkh n, p) = h - k+l)(n--k+i)f,_,(m,r2,p)-Pfk_.,(~22-1.?2- l,p--1). 
Thus & iS expressed in terms Of fk_ I. Contnuing this process, we get 
where c-3 = x!/(x .- y)! if x zy and -Y-O otherwise and (t) is t 
cient x !/y ! (X - y)! as usual 
Fro.m this we get by setting A = B = an n-set, 
b- 
22 - Y 
) k -- v 
81 
and 
n (-1,’ 
L(2, n, PZ) = (n!)* c yl * 
r=o l 
re 
Let A, B and C be three finite sets swh that IAl = I, 
iI31 = rkz, ICI = n, IBCl-- p, ICAl = q, lABI= Y and (ABCI = s. 
Denote the number L([A, B. c’]“) by &(I, m, n, p, q, V, s) imitating Section 2. It 
is not difficult to see that 
g,(I, nt. n, p, q, r. s) = IAl l IrZi l ICI- IAl * l~‘i 
+?I l ICAl-lC( . lABl+2)ABCI 
= lrnn-pl!-qm--lW+is. (1) 
In this case also we set up a recurrence relation for g, in terms of gk_,. 
Suppose that the first (k - 1) columns have been filled such that row elements 
and column elements are do.stinct. This can be done in gk_ ,(I, nt, n, p, q, r, s) ways. 
The number of way? in which we can adjoin the kth column to every such 
array so that row elements are distinct but not necessarily the elements of ‘.* L 6%uil
column is (I-k + l)(m - k + l)(n -k -t 1). Hence the total number of 3 by k art “_f-, 
we can construct with no restriction on the last column is 
(I-k+l)(kn-k+l)(n- k + l)gk.& m, n, p, q r, S). 
From this we ha*.pe to subtract the number of those rectangles in which sax 
elements of the last column are repeated. Denote the entries of the last colum:n by 
x, y and z. Consider the number of rectangular array:_ in which y = L’ E BC. The 
element from BC could come either from BCA or from BC\,A. 
In the first case the number of arrays is 
S(l- k + I)&- ,(I, Ul - l,n- I,p-l,q-l.r-l,s--1) 
in the second case it is 
(p-s)(l-k+ l)gk .,(I. in - 1, It - 1, p- 
Similarly we consider the cases x = z and .Y = y and obtain four more expres- 
c;f the three cases 
the number of array?. ir which kh column ha; ~11 identical elements, ix., 
X=Y==- 0 co 
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I-Ience we get the recurrence relation, 
gs,(I,m,n,p,q.r,s)-ir-k~l!(m-k+l)(t~~--k+l~g,._,(I,an, 
-~~I-k-t1)~~-,(1,~~1--l,n-l.p-l,q-l,r- l,s-1) 
--(P--r)(l-k+l)g~_,(I,m-1,:2-l,p-l,q,r,s) 
--s(m-k+l)g~_#- l,m,re- ~,p--1,q-l,r-l,s-l) 
-(q-s)(m-k+1)g~_,(I-1,m,n-1,p,q--l,r,~) 
-s(n-k+l)g,..,(l--l,m--l,r,p-:,q-I,r--1,s~1) 
-(r-S)(iZ-k+l)g~ ~(1-1,nt-1,n,p,q,r-l.s) 
+2sg,_,(1-1,pn-l, n-l,p-l,q-l,r-l,s-1). 
(2) 
The recurrence relation (2) is unsuitabPe for computing an explicit formula 
gk, but when we choose the sets A., I3 and C as a!ready indicated we get a much 
simpler relation than (2). 
Let A, B and C be three finite sets such th;at A U B UC = AABAC. Then we 
have p=q=t= s. Now we define 
hkil, rn, n, 3) = gk(l, in, n, s, s, s, s). 
Then (2) assumes the simpler form 
hk(l, m, n, s) = (I- k -I- l)(rn - k + l)(n -- k + l)hk_l(I.B m, n, s) 
-s(I--k+l)h,_,(l,m- 1,~l,s-1) 
-s(nz - k-t I?~,.-,(I- 1, m, n - 1, s- 1) 
- s(n-k-t-J)jZk-l(l-i. nz--l,n,s-1) 
+2sh,_,(I- 1,111 - 1. 2 - 1, s - 1). (3) 
There are only five terms in the r.h.s. of (3) whereas there are eight terms in the 
r. h.s. of (2). ITsing (3) we shall fi:rd an explicit formula for h,(I, in, n, s). 
On closer observation of the terms in the r.h.s. of (3), we find that when hk is 
expressed in terms of hk-, , the parameters 1, rui, n, s are reduced at most by 1 and 
the coefftcients follow a definite pattern. 
If (3) is used to express h,(l, in, n, s) eventually in terms of h,( I - I’, m - m’, 
n-r?‘, s-s’J=l, tl len what would be the coefhcient of this? To this end, we may 
consider the multinomial expansion of 
- YZ-zx-t2XYZ)“. (4) 
A general term is of the form (di!;regarding the coeticient) 
(- l)filT~2-Wa( YZ)@I(ZX)@2( (5) 
re cu+@,-t&i-&+y=k. 
ere er,&e sltbtraction of 1 from , m and rt respectively. ’
Xk’ means subtraction of 1 fro I and nr and XYZ means subtraction of 1 from 
I. nr and n. Further when 
-- 
n ing is subtracted we multiply by (I - k - 1) x -_ _- 
(m-k-?)(n-k-1). ---_ en 1 is subtracted from no and n, we multiply by 
~(1 - k - 1), etc., and when 1 is subtracted from 1, m and n we multiply by 2s. AH 
these operations apply to current values of I, m, n and s. Hence each term (5) 
in t sion of (4) corresponds to an end term in the explicit formula 
for s) and it is in fact equal to 
k! (I-k+iu+/&)!(m--k+a+p,)! 
a! p,! p*! p3! y! (I-k)! -’ (m-k)! - 
x(n-k+a+&)! s! Y 
(n -k)! (s-(Pt+P*+P3+y)). i* 
Hence 
X 
(l-k+cr+~_“cm-k+a,+PZ)!(n-k-tcr+S,)! -- 
P*! PL! P3! ' 
This may also be written 
k! s! 
h’(t*m’n’S)=(&k)!(m-k)!(n-k)! 
X c 2’[I- k +a)! (m-k +a)! (n - k -t a)! 
a+@+y=k (s--k+cu)!a!y’ -‘7 . 
k! s! 
=(I-- k)! (m-k)! jn- k)! 
X c 
2’(1-k+c~)!(n1-k+cu)!(n- ktcu)! 
_- 
a+@+y==k (s-k+(Y)!o!y! 
x(-ly’ ( l+nz+n-3k-t3a+p+2 B J . 
his is then the expression for L([A, Cl”) under the condition A U B U C’ = 
BAC. If A =B=C=an n-set, we L(3, k, 4. Thus 
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If we set k = Y! in r.his we get 
L(3, 22, n)=(n!Y 
c.t+@+y=k 
It should now be clear that treating 4-line Latin rectangles on similar lines is 
much more complicated. 
g a gener 
In this section we shall take a close look at (3.2) and see if we can g.:t at some 
generalis’ation. 
Putting k = 2 in (3.2) ano using (3.1) we get after some simplificatic 13 
g2(1, nt, n, p q, r, s3 = L&4, R Cl”) 
= -. l(l- l)fn(m - l)rJ(n - l)+ p(p - 1)&I- l)+q(q 1)222(222 - I) 
~t_~~~-~)n(n-1)+4s~s-1)+4s(l-l~(~?2-l~(n-~) 
-*pI(I- l)(n2-l)(n-l)-2qm(m--1)(1--1)(22-l) 
- - - - *r&J2 1)(1- l)(n2 l)+*(qr-s)(m 1)(22 1) - 
+*(pr--s)(l- 1)(rr-1)+2~pq-s)(t-1)(WI)-4s(p-1)(1- 1) 
.- -- 4s(q - 1)( 272 - I)-4s(r- l)(n 1). (0 
We shall try to give a graph-theoretic interpretation to each individual1 term on 
the r.h.s. of (1). Specifically, we shall identify each term as a chromatic polynomial 
in a generalized sense. Suppose G = (V. E) is a simple graph with no loops, no 
dn-ected or multiple edges and 9 = (A, : u E V) is a family of ‘coloring’ sets. Let 
C(G, 9) stand for the number of co’iorings of the vertices of G such that two 
adjacent vertices get different colors and the color associated with 21 comes from 
the set A,,. We could also denote the number C( G, 9) pictorially by drawing the 
graph G, .writing the coloring sets by the side of associated vertices and enclosing 
the diagram between square brackets. Thus 
v,w R+(A) 
i- 
\ 
represent the number of colorings of two graphs 
G, ==W,,E,) an-l G2=(V2, E2), 
where 
v, ‘(VI, u2, 2‘3b 2):. v,}, E2 = +,, v,hb,, v.4, iv,, usI1 
and associated coloring families are given by 
We consider graphs of type l&, where the coloring sets are sometimes intersec -
tions of other coloring set, c V e see in G2 that two vertices arc: connected if and 
only if their coloring sets ha YZ at least on: letter in common. Hence the umber 
C(G2, 9,) of colorings of G2 by the familjr S2 may be written [A * B * AB * C * 
C] without loss of precision. In this notation (1) may be written 
A,3,C)*)=[/\*A*B*B*C*C]+[A*A*BC*BC] 
+[R * B * CA * CAl+[C * C * AB * AB] 
+4[ABC:k ABC]4 4[A * B * C * ABC] 
-2[A*A*B*C*BC]-2[B*B*C*/i*CA] 
-2~C~C~A~B*AB]+2[B*C~43~AC] 
+2[C*A*BC*AB]+2[A*B*AC*BC] 
-4[A*BC*ABC]-4[B*CA*ABC] 
-4iC*AB*ABC$ (2) 
The r.h.s. of (2) can now be compactly written as 
[A*B*C-A*BC'-B*CA-C*AB+2ABC]', (3) 
where the expansion is to be understood as a multinomiai expansion. 
Thus for two-co ed Latin rectangles we ave L([A, B, Cl*, as a certain 
‘square’. In general, we can guess that 
It may ?,e aoted that the expression inside the bracket 
formula would be for a 
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Specifically, L([A,, . . . , AJk) is sJmbolically equal 
number of SDR’s of the family (A,, . . 
e expression for the 
interpretation of the multi nomid ex+nsion. his ‘algorithm’ 1s t;roved in a join 
paper [I] by Athreya, Singhi and the author, by the method of Mobius inversion. 
Also obtained in this paper is an expression for L(4, k, n). 
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